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“In a gentle way you can shake a world”.

Mahatma Gandhi



Definition of Social Enterprises

 Social enterprises are businesses that exist in attempt to solve social problems, improve 

communities, to benefit public and community, rather than shareholders and owners. 







Business vs Social

Main goal

Main method

Profit making Social mission

Business approach Traditional business Social entrepreneurship

Donations, grants
Socially responsible 

business
Charitable organizations



Sources of income
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Private State
- Income from sale - grants/subsidies for projects

- Income from renting

- Membership fee - payments for implementation

- Donations of state contracts

- Other sources including

in-kind ones



Eco-system of SE
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- Clear legislation

- Special support programs

- Mechanisms of mutual support

- Impact-investments

- Impact assessment and reporting system



WHAT INSIDE?
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- Public awareness raising, enlightenment, exchange

- Support and consulting by experienced businessmen

- Support in attracting of investments

- Special financial instruments, i.e. Funds of social 

investments

- Special infrastructure, i.e. social co-workings

- Support in access to market



CHALLENGES
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- Misunderstanding of sense of SE

- Lack of specialists and support infrastructure

- Lack of special legislation

- Difficulties to open the market 

- Difficult to get funding



Fields of activity of social entrepreneurs
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http://soindex.ru/



What is a business model?

 A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and 

captures value. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2009)

 A business model - to design how a business could work, and how we can innovate inside 

the business. 



Social Business Model Canvas 

 The Business Model Canvas (BMC) developed by Alex Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur;

 Tool to create a business model for SEs and to communicate different business models 

with stakeholders and brainstorm new ones.





Identify the SOCIAL 

IMPACT SEs are 

trying to achieve



Grameen Bank started by 
Prof. Mohammed Yunus in 

Bangladesh. 

The Grameen Bank is a 
community development 

bank that gives small 

loans (known as 

microcredit or 

"grameencredit" to poor 

people without asking for 

money before the loan is 

given. 

The word "Grameen", is 
made of the word "gram" 

or "village", and means "of 

the village".

The Grameen Method is 

used to solve the needs of 

the poor with 

economically sustainable 

programs 







MySBM Canvas 

 An interactive business model application to design your social project from the scratch;

 MySBM’s with set of questions takes an educational and collaborative approach to 

building business models for social projects;

http://mysbm.org

http://mysbm.org/






Customer Exploration Map

“The more you engage with customers the clearer

things become and the easier it is to determine what

you should be doing.” — John Russell

- Tool to identify problems and challenges of your customer, user or stakeholder. 



Customer Exploration Map





Minimum Viable Product (MVP) 

 MVP is a prototype to test the core of your idea 

 It does not cost much money and it is easy to apply

 Created to explore a hypothesis 

 Is a product with only a minimal set of features to test a new business idea and identify 

people’s reactions and feedbacks first

 It helps SEs to avoid failures and capital loss before releasing a full-fledged product

 The idea of a piecemeal MVP is to use existing tools and solutions to deliver your product 

or service.



Platform for MVP 

 A classic example of a piecemeal MVP is Groupon, an American marketplace that 

connects customers with local retailers, travel agencies, grocers, etc. 







Empathy Map

 Collaborative tool that helps to gain a deep understanding of your stakeholders by

exploring different aspects and including different senses, e.g. what a person thinks, feels,

sees, hears and does as well as his / her pain and gain points.

 It supports the visualization and synthesis of insights;







Lean Canvas

 Is an adaptation of Business Model Canvas

 Designed for entrepreneurs

 Focuses on problems, solutions, key metrics and competitive advantages.





Key advantages

 FAST

 PRECISE 

 PORTABLE

 EFFECTIVE





Social Business Model Framework 

 The Business Model Framework - focuses on growth and competitive strategy.

 Designed to analyze start-ups and to generate creative thought.

 T.Kastelle’s article “Eight Models of Business Models, & Why They’re Important” – List of 

several more business models to be discovered. 





Success stories of SEs from Georgia

„Here’s Cube“

Wooden Puzzles



SE Nukriani Workshops 

 Traditional handworks’ workshop

 Founded in 2007 by community union “Nukriani”

 Works on preserving and developing traditions

 Employees of SE are equipped with skills of making traditional Georgian craft items and 

used it to improve their economic conditions

 The mission of SE is to equip women and young people, living in rural areas, with 

opportunity of self-realization and facilitate employment. 



 The SE aims at employing women of several social status and in this way improving their 

economic conditions. It also strives to teach young people skills of making traditional Georgian 

craft items and promote the field. 

 Production/Service of SE

Traditional Georgian craft items and accessories: dolls necklaces, bags, new year tree toys etc.





SE BABALE 

 Wooden and textile production

 Founded in 2015 by social organization “For Real Changes”. 

 Babale comprises of 2 spaces-creative workshop, where young people with special needs get education and 
exhibition space, where the items are displayed.

 Mission of SE is facilitating independence of people with mental disabilities and psycho-social needs through 
employing and strengthening their families.

PRODUCT/SERVICE OF SE

 Wodden chests

 Stationery

 Bags

 Accessories

 Festive accessories

 Practical and decorative figures



SE SNOVELI

 Wooden furniture 



Success stories
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Success stories
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Success stories
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Success stories
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Portrait of social entrepreneur in Russia
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• Female, 26 - 55 years old

• University degree, married

• One or more child

• Public or administrative background

• Experience in business 1-3 years



Draft
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Source: http://regulation.gov.ru/projects#npa=52524

Subjects of social entrepreneurship – subjects of small or middle

entrepreneurship implementing socially meaningful activity aimed

at employment of people in complicated life situation and/or

providing services for elder people, infants, women with children

of 1-7 years old, or producing good for above groups only.

FEDERAL LAW

http://regulation.gov.ru/projects#npa=52524


Social entrepreneurship in Europe
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http://www.nb-forum.ru/interesting/experts/karta-socialnogo-businessa-evropy-3.html 


